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The Magnifying Glass: A Newsletter
Our Promise: For all families, The Focus Foundation promises to develop the latest and
most innovative care. The Focus Foundation believes in novel and "out of the box"
thinking that produces scientiﬁc breakthroughs that enable children with neurogenetic
disorders to lead better and more fruitful lives.

Science is Moving Fast and Furiously!
Welcome Dr. Afrouz Anderson
We’re excited to add Dr. Afrouz
Anderson to our specialist team. Dr.
Afrouz Anderson received her Ph.D. in
Biomedical Engineering focusing on
biophotonic translational research from
the University of California, Davis, and
National Institutes of Health and her
B.S. in Electrical Engineering from the
University of Maryland, College Park.
Her doctorate research focused on the
application of Near Infrared
Spectroscopy (NIRS) to quantify brain
function in toddlers and children with
typical development and neurodevelopmental disorders. During her postdoctoral research
at NIH, she continued to investigate the brain function and development in patients with
genetic disorders. Another main area of her research is based on the development of
translational research to study and advance NIRS based methodology and device design
for non-invasive monitoring of placental oxygenation during pregnancy that in future can
be used as point-of-care. Dr. Anderson and The Focus Foundation will be working
together to look at brain development and behavior in X & Y chromosomal kids.
She is running the functional Near Infrared Spectroscopy (fNIRS). fNIRS is the brain
imaging technique that uses light to measure oxygenation of the brain! Very similar to the
pulse oximeter that uses light to measure oxygenation at your ﬁnger tip. Using the light,
we measure the oxygenation of your brain in cortical region!
Why oxygenation: When your brain is active (you are thinking or doing a task), it needs

blood for oxygen supply. Using fNIRS we measure the changes in the brain oxygenation
during task performance.
Why is it important: Knowing the brain oxygenation can help researcher to understand
the brain function at diﬀerent regions of brain. It also allows monitoring the brain
development and activity longitudinally to investigate changes in brain function.
Understanding the brain function at speciﬁc regions can help to ﬁnd biomarkers of
neurodevelopmental disorders, tracking improvements in brain function and correlation
between behavior and brain function. These biomarkers can be used in future in early
diagnosis and impacting the later life outcome in toddler and children with developmental
disorder.
There are other brain imaging systems
that measure the oxygenation such as
functional magnetic resonance
imaging. However, fMRI systems are
expensive, most importantly it is not
easy for children to lay inside the
scanner tube for long period of time.
Therefore, it makes it harder to perform
brain imaging, especially in children
and toddlers.
fNIRS becomes a promising choice because it is non-invasive: it uses the light. It can be
used in infants, children and adults. It’s portable, patient-friendly, and can be done in realtime while subject is sitting or standing. The fNIRS sensor can be easily placed on the
head: it looks like a cap and headband.
Each session would take between 10-30 min. Longitudinal fNIRS study become critical
since it allows to monitor the brain function and its changes with the child development
and to compare the data within and between subjects. Therefore, it is important to
continue brain imaging at diﬀerent developmental stage. This would allow researcher to
further understand the relationship between brain development and later life outcome.

Accepted for Publication
Samango-Sprouse C, Lasutschinkow P, Powell S, Sadeghin T, Gropman A. The incidence
of anxiety symptoms in boys with 47,XXY (Klinefelter syndrome) and the possible impact
of timing of diagnosis and hormonal replacement therapy. Am J Med Genet Part A. 2019;
1–6. https://doi.org/10.1002/ajmg.a.61038

Spreading Awareness
We’ve exhibited and presented at three specialty research conferences, increasing
awareness and networking with professionals.
American College of Medical Genetics and Genomics (ACMG) meeting in
Seattle, WA we presented four posters encompassing motor planning deﬁcits
and neurodevelopment in prenatally diagnosed children and presented
opinions from parents on Non-invasive prenatal screening (NIPT).
Pediatric Academic Societies Meeting (PAS) meeting in Baltimore, MD, we
discussed the potential role of copy number variations in this population. We also

evaluated the presence of autism traits in children who received early hormonal
replacement therapy.
At the Association for Psychological Science (APS) Annual Convention in
Washington DC, we highlighted the positive eﬀects of hormonal replacement
therapy on how anxiety-related symptoms develop throughout the lifespan and
working memory capabilities.

Receiving Honors
We received honors for our NIPT and Motor Planning posters. Kudos to our Research
Assistants!

DeXY's Corner - Back to School!
Suggested readings before school starts:
How to Help Your Child Study
By Brian Platzer and Abby Freireich
New York Times - August 22, 2019
Regardless of a child’s age or challenges, parents can
encourage sound homework routines for a successful start to
the school year. To read the entire article click here.
Wonder
By R. J. Palacio
Wonder is not simply the story of a student in a "mainstream"
school for the ﬁrst time. It is the story of everyone around him.
The story changes perspective several times and the insight
provided by various characters is a fantastic way to begin to
understand the motivations of all people, like them or not. The
book reminds us that the most important lessons are not those
found in the core academic subjects. Empathy, kindness, and
courage are all within the bounds of Wonder. This is a kids'
book with far-reaching implications for adults.
Available on Amazon

Getting Ready
We’ve been going to bed later during the summer. Ease back into a school routine
by going to bed earlier and getting up earlier to make waking up a lot easier on that
ﬁrst day.
During summer snacks and meals are spastic, to say the least. Don’t forget nutrition
is important for good academic performance. Help kids eat a healthy breakfast and
lunch to keep alert through the day.
Time management is tricky for everyone, especially kids and teens. but planning is
an important way to save everyone’s sanity. Have a family calendar with major
deadlines, due dates, events and extracurricular activities in one place. It helps
everyone visualize their week, manage their time and stay on track.
Refresh rules about “screen” time and establish a “family time”
Create a space that’s dedicated for homework and quiet time.
Take time to talk openly with your kids about their feelings about returning to
school.
Take a breath!

Visuospatial
Visuospatial skills are needed for movement, depth and distance perception, and spatial
navigation.
Parents can help children improve spatial intelligence by using more spatial terms in
everyday interaction:
Shape – square, circle, triangle, sphere
Dimensional adjectives – big, small, long, short, tall
Describe features and properties – edge, straight, bent, line, corner, pointy
Positions in space – inside, outside, under, around, bottom, at the corner, in front
of, behind

Use Blocks - Put together simple structures using blocks. Have your child match it.
Increase in complexity. Have one child build and another copy.
Print them, buy them, play online – Tangrams are like building blocks, teaching kids
about spatial relationships by teaching geometric terms and developing stronger problem
solving abilities. Tangrams might even help children perform better on tests of basic
arithmetic.

Zoom and Re-Zoom
Books such as Zoom and Re-Zoom are great picture books that can draw children into
a world of visualization and spatial thinking. Open this wordless book and take oﬀ on
mind-bending visual journeys full of twists, turns, and surprises. Zoom from an Egyptian
pyramid to an exotic jungle to a sandy beach. But if you think you know where you are,
guess again. For in Istvan Banyai's mysterious landscapes of pictures within pictures,
nothing is ever as it seems.

Spatial Video Games
Playing spatial video games has shown to be beneﬁcial to children’s spatial intelligence:
Find Marble Madness or Tetris online.
Practice paper folding, Origami. Games, crafts, puzzles available online. Get books and
special paper from Amazon.

Spatial Reasoning App Reviews
Dragon Shapes Lumio Geometry Challenge (Available on
iTunes)
This app walks children through an introduction to shapes
through tangram puzzles. As they are presented with a puzzle,
a sidebar introduces them to the shape and distinguishing
features about the shape. The shapes include triangles,
squares, rectangles, hexagons, trapezoids, pentagons, and
rhombi. As children solve the puzzles, the idea that shapes can
form larger composite shapes or designs is reinforced. The
shapes in the app are able to be manipulated and turned fairly
easily. There are four levels of game play in the app, and there
is a storyline involving the rescue of the village dragon that is
developed through completion of each level. The app costs
$2.99 and is available for iPhone and iPad.

Montessori Geometry – Recognize and learn shapes (iOS
only)
Montessori Geometry is ﬁlled with games, free exploration
activities, and other learning gems in the traditional teaching
style of Maria Montessori. There are games for playing with
shapes, learning activities that connect kids to seeing shapes
in the “real world,” and a dynamic 3D exploration activity for
kids to rotate and interact with every side of the shape. The
app presents the formal language for all of the shapes so you
won’t just hear the words circle and triangle but also the
speciﬁc technical terms, such as scalene triangle. The games
are in the classic Montessori style, so kids are able to use selfcorrection and move from activity to activity. There is also a
point tracking feature where kids can earn medals while they
are playing. The app costs $3.99 and is available for iPhone
and iPad.

Cyberchase 3D Builder (iOS, Android, and Kindle)
In Cyberchase 3D Builder, encourages kids to use ﬂat 2D
shapes to build 3D structures. There are eight levels of play to
keep kids interested and really amp up the diﬃculty. The app
strength is in developing the relationship between ﬂat and 3D
shapes. The app does provide prompts as the levels increase
in diﬃculty for children who may need assistance. Overall the
app is a fun experience where kids won’t even realize they are
learning. The app is free and appropriate for children ages 4-8.

Tangram for Osmo (iOS only)
The Osmo tangram kit comes with tangram pieces that
interact with the iPad. Download the free Osmo tangram app to
get started. Osmo oﬀers a nice Getting Started section to
familiarize your child with the use of the pieces and their
interaction with the screen. The child must arrange the tangram
pieces to match the on-screen arrangement. The Osmo system
detects the tangram pieces to check to see if they match the
shapes on the screen. While constructing the pictures, your
child is developing important visual spatial skills. After your
child completes the Getting Started section, the app oﬀers
diﬀerent pictures for your child to choose from and construct
with the tangram pieces. The app also indicates the level of the
pictures from easiest to hardest by color-coding them yellow,
orange, and red. The yellow puzzles oﬀer color clues, and the
orange puzzles oﬀer black-and-white shapes. The app does
oﬀer a hint button if needed to complete the puzzles. The
hardest level oﬀers just one solid black outline. Arranging the
tangram pieces is challenging, engaging, and also fun to
complete with a friend.

Developing Reading Fluency
Make reading part of homework time. The amount of free reading done outside of
school has consistently been found to relate to growth in vocabulary, reading
comprehension, verbal ﬂuency, and general information (Anderson, R. C., L. G. Fielding,
and P. T. Wilson. 1988.).
Fluency is the ability to read with speed, accuracy, and proper expression. Children must
be able to read ﬂuently in order to understand what they read. Our levels of ﬂuency
change based on the knowledge and interest in what we are read.
The author James Patterson wrote an article on how to inspire the love of reading. He
states: "the best way to get kids reading more is to give them books that they'll gobble up
-- and that will make them ask for another. Kids say the number one reason they don't
read more is that they can't ﬁnd books they like. Freedom of choice is a key to getting
them motivated and excited. Vampire sagas, comics, manga, books of sports statistics -terriﬁc! -- as long as kids are reading" (Patterson, 2011).
This struck home as I recall my then-10-year- old daughter reading a Goosebumps book.
II wanted her reading Newbery Award books. I cringe sometimes at the books that she
wanted to read, but then I pause and think how much her ﬂuency, vocabulary, spelling
and interest improved as I stopped insisting what she should read. I decided to celebrate
what she wanted to read.
One of the biggest indicators of whether a child is going to thrive at school has been
found to be whether or not they read for pleasure. Teachers and parents need to make
sure we are providing our children with books that stimulate their curiosity, capture their
imagination and make them want to keep the light on and read for hours!
Parents and teachers are reading role models. The attitude that you have as a reader
yourself will play a role in your children's view on reading. Have your children see you
grabbing for a book because you can't wait to turn to the next page, It’s contagious!

Share with Us
We want to celebrate the accomplishments of our children. If you have any success
stories to share (great or small) please email them along with any photos. Names will not

be shared.
Do you have a book to share with our readers? Send it along with why you recommend
this particular book.
Email cbedard@thefocusfoundation.org or click the button below.

SHARE WITH US

Conference Announcements at Home
and Abroad
Adding to our global community, the Australia Conference was a huge success with
families and physicians from Australia and the Philippines!
Our 16th Annual 49er Conference in Annapolis included families from Ireland, South Africa
and Brazil. Our total count is up to 122.
After meeting in England and a visit in the United States, we have connected with Dr.
Faustina Lalatta and her team from Italy, we are working to build a clinic in Milan in the
Spring of 2020 for X & Y Chromosome Variations. This is another collaboration in our
eﬀorts to grow globally!

4K Run/Walk
As a part of May Awareness Month for X and Y chromosomal variations, the team at The
Focus Foundation aimed to spread awareness, and oﬀer support to patients and families
around the world. A student team in Chapel Hill, NC planned and executed Exercise for
X&Y, a 4K run/walk to raise awareness: Making May Matter! Making it a virtual event
brought the Run global recognition and participation. Thanks to Liam Porter for taking the
lead! Thanks to Orange Theory ﬁtness for providing support and merchandise!
On Saturday, May 4th, runners gathered
on the Pumpkin Loop at the Carolina
North Forest to run or walk a 4K for a
great cause while other supporters did a
virtual run. The event beneﬁted The Focus
Foundation, a nonproﬁt organization
dedicated to the identiﬁcation, treatment,
and awareness of children diagnosed with
X and Y chromosomal variations,
dyslexia, and dyspraxia. The local YMCA
also received a portion of the proceeds.
Michael Lane, 17, ﬁnished in ﬁrst place at
15:03 followed by Virginia Pridgen, 16, in
second at 17:48. The winners received
gift cards to Purple Bowl on Franklin St.
Thanks to all of the participants who gave
their time and energy to support the
cause!

A Rare Aﬀair 2019
Colton’s XXXtraordinary Cause continues to support The Focus Foundation. This year, will
also will honor amazing twin brothers Dominick and Vincent Nasi. In their name, half the
funds raised at A Rare Aﬀair 2019 will be donated to Special Olympics NY. Our hope is
that their determination and strength will continue to live on through other athletes like
them for many years to come.
Date: September 21, 2019
Time: 5-11pm
Where: Globe Hill at Ronnybrook Farm 224 Schultz Hill RD Pine Plains, NY
Includes: Live Music * Dinner * Dancing * Open Bar * Silent Auction

The 9th Annual Oktoberfest

Save the Date: Thursday, October 24 at the Ballroom at the Ben in Philadelphia Thanks
to The Stratts for their continued support. Purchase tickets.
Have you considered asking your company to sponsor Oktoberfest?
View letter from our Committee and Event Co-Chairs Melissa and George Stratts
Click here to view the sponsor menu:

VIEW SPONSORSHIP FORM

PURCHASE TICKETS

Donations

You can give more without spending more. Many companies will match your donation
to The Focus Foundation. Check with your personnel or human resources oﬃce to see if
your company participates in a matching program.Many thanks to the Families employed
at the companies below who have doubled their donations through community
partnership programs.
Visit thefocusfoundation.org or click the button below to donate.

DONATE TODAY

Thank You!
Thank you to all who are helping support the mission of The Focus Foundation through
your donations and fundraising. Your eﬀorts are helping ensure a brighter future for all of
our children.

We welcome suggestions and comments for future newsletter or Facebook content. Email
dexy@thefocusfoundation.org

Stay Connected

